
TERMS OF SALE

1. Effective date 
This price list (“this price list” refers to the paper price lists for the current year) replaces and cancels all previous ones, furthermore it does not constitute an offer and 
can be modified even without notice.
1.1 Prices and payment conditions
Prices are quoted to the public excluding VAT (in particular, all prices quoted are exclusive of any Value Added Tax, sales or use tax, which, if applicable, will be added 
to the invoice at the current rate) and are intended ex works. In the event of failure to pay within the required time, Nadem Srl, in addition to recovering any discounts 
foreseen for the type of payment made, may suspend supplies to the Customer in whole or in part.
2. Orders
Telephone orders are not accepted. We only accept written orders and the specification of code, colors and other characteristics is required when completing them as 
requested in the price list. Always attach an explanatory drawing to the order. Orders are accepted subject to acceptance.
3. Modifications
Nadem Srl reserves the right to make technical modifications without notice aimed at improving the product, its manufacturing phases and to replace or eliminate 
materials and components no longer available on the market. This also applies to the household appliances used during the supplies: they may be different in shape 
and appearance from the sample while fully respecting the functional characteristics.
4. Finishes
All finishes may undergo color variations over time due to exposure to light, heat, vapors and aging. In the event of completions, there may be differences in tone 
which however will tend to fade over time.
5. Oversized items
The prices of oversized items will be increased by 30% to 50%. Nadem Srl reserves the right to accept or reject the creation of oversized products upon sending an 
explanatory drawing and subsequent authorization by our company technical office. The price of such oversized items will be established from time to time. It is 
understood that oversized items made upon your request will not be subject to withdrawal.
6. Delivery
Nadem Srl reserves the right, from time to time, in relation to the different items ordered, to determine delivery times taking into account warehouse availability and 
production programs. Partial deliveries are always permitted.
7. Transport
The goods travel at the risk of the Customer even if sold carriage paid. The recipient has the obligation to check the integrity upon arrival and, if necessary, make the 
necessary complaints to the Carrier. In the event of damage that makes the goods unusable, it is advisable not to collect the goods, noting the fact on the appropriate 
delivery note. By signing the delivery note, the perfect integrity of the goods is expressly declared.
8. Installation
Nadem Srl declines all responsibility for the incorrect or improper installation of the product supplied, whether manufactured by itself or by third parties, and is also 
exempt from any responsibility regarding the functioning of the equipment and accessories manufactured by third parties and inserted in furniture. For any operating 
problems caused by such equipment, buyers must contact the manufacturer's assistance services and resolve any problems with them.
9. Complaints
Any defects found in the goods must be reported to Nadem Srl no later than 8 days from delivery by registered mail or by PEC to the address: nadem.spa@pec.it
10. Returns
The return of goods sold is accepted only if expressly authorized by Nadem Srl. Refund and credit methods will be agreed upon only in the event of defects 
attributable to Nadem Srl. The returned goods must in any case be delivered to Nadem Srl in perfect condition. condition and packaged.
11. Reproductions
Nadem Srl prohibits, unless previously authorized, the reproduction of any subject, element and composition photographed and published in its catalogues.

Any dispute, controversy or claim, will be resolved definitively through arbitration administered by the Court of Catania. The language to be used in the arbitral 
proceedings shall be Italian.///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

GENERAL INFORMATION OUR LISTS OF THE PRICE

1. Dimensions 
Item measurements indicated in this price list, if not specified, are expressed in centimeters (cm).
2. The direction (rh or lh) open of item 
The direction of the modular elements is identified by the position of the hinges. In some elements it is expressly indicated with rh and lh. For SINKS the direction is 
indicated by the position of the bowls.
3. Prices
Prices are expressed in euro units (without decimals) and are VAT EXCLUDED. The prices of the bases and columns include the standard plinth. The prices of the 
worktops include splashbacks.
4. Increases for oversized items
The surcharges for oversized items are shown on the dedicated page them. The increase must always be added to the price of the standard element larger than that 
of the requested dimensions. In oversized elements the aesthetics may be compromised compared to the standard element.
5. Pictures and colors items
The colors and images of the items in this price list are purely indicative. Under no circumstances can they be taken as a reference.
For finish and color only the physical sample is only valid.////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////


